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Release: 7th April 2020 

World’s top EPC contractors for utility-scale solar 

India leads the charge 

Indian companies continue to rise up the table of the world’s top EPC contractors, according to 

figures published today by Wiki-Solar. The top 40 contractors by cumulative installed volume are: 

Four of the top 11 companies are based in India. This reflects not only the strength of the domestic 

Indian market, but also the fact that companies like Sterling & Wilson are now prominent in bidding 

for projects elsewhere – such as the world’s largest single plant at Sweihan in the UAE. 
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Success in overseas markets has similarly allowed leading German companies like Belectric, Juwi, 

Enerparc and BayWa r.e. to remain high on the list even as their home market has stagnated. 

Spanish EPC’s too have remained active internationally and can now be expected to climb the table 

as their home market revitalises. 

The leading US-based contractors, by contrast, have traditionally focussed mainly domestic 

installations. First Solar, which has now largely discontinued its EPC activities, may well lose its #1 

position this year. 

The biggest climbers in this list alongside Sterling & Wilson are Scatec Solar, TSK, Eiffage and 

Gransolar. The fact that there have been few recent CSP installations has made Abengoa the biggest 

faller. SunEdison will continue to slide following their demise, as will the more recently collapsed 

RCR Tomlinson. 

T E X T      E N D S 

Notes for editors:  

[1] This release on the utility-scale solar market is available here: 
http://wiki-solar.org/library/public/200407_Top_EPC_contractors_for_utility-scale_solar.pdf 

[2] Wiki-Solar defines ‘utility-scale solar’ as more than 4 MWAC (~ 1,500 households in Europe) 
see: http://wiki-solar.org/data/glossary/utility-scale.html. 

[3] ‘Solar Photovoltaic Projects in the mainstream power market’ was published in 2012. 

[4] Wiki-Solar is the leading authority on utility-scale solar with a database covering some 
12,000 utility-scale solar projects, of which about three-quarters are operational. All figures 
are based on the AC export rating of operational plants. Projects under development are 
excluded until they have been commissioned. 
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